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ABSTRACT
Selective thermal emitters concentrate most of their spontaneous emission in a spectral
band much narrower than a blackbody. When used in a thermophovoltaic energy conversion
system, they become key elements defining both its  overall  system efficiency and output
power. Selective emitters' radiation spectra must be designed to match their accompanying
photocell's band gap and, simultaneously, withstand high temperatures (above 1000 K) for
long  operation  times.  The  advent  of  nanophotonics  has  allowed  the  engineering  of  very
selective  emitters  and  absorbers;  however,  thermal  stability  remains  a  challenge  since
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nanostructures become unstable at temperatures much below the melting point of the used
materials. In this paper we explore an hybrid 3D dielectric-metallic structure that combines
the  higher  thermal  stability  of  a  monocrystalline  3D  Silicon  scaffold  with  the  optical
properties of a thin Platinum film conformally deposited on top. We show experimentally that
these structures exhibit a selective emission spectrum suitable for TPV applications and that
they  are  thermally  stable  at  temperatures  up  to  1100 K.  These  structures  are  ideal  in
combination  with  III-V semiconductors  in  the  range  Eg=0.4—0.55 eV  such  as  InGaAsSb
(Eg=0.5–0.6 eV) and InAsSbP (Eg=0.3-0.55 eV).
1. Introduction
Thermophotovoltaic  (TPV)  systems  [1]  generate  electricity  from  heat  without  any
moving part. In such systems, photons thermally emitted by a high-temperature emitter are
converted into electricity through a standard photovoltaic (PV) cell at near room temperature.
Only those photons with energy above the PV cell's band gap (Eg) can be converted into
electricity; furthermore, only those with energy slightly above Eg can be converted efficiently,
as high energy photons rapidly lose their excess energy by thermalisation of the generated
electron-hole pairs.  As a result,  high-efficiency TPV systems rely on photon filtering and
recycling strategies; i.e., ways of returning useless or inefficient photons back to the emitter
where they are reabsorbed helping to keep its temperature. An appealing alternative for rising
efficiency is to directly avoid the radiation of inefficient photons using the so-called selective
thermal  emitters  [2—6],  which  are  able  to  radiate  in  a  much narrower  spectrum than  a
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blackbody  and  that  can  be  matched  to  the  TPV cell  band  gap  for  maximum conversion
efficiency. 
During  the  last  years,  photonic  structures  with  feature  sizes  in  the  order  of  the
wavelength  have  demonstrated  to  be  an  excellent  platform for  the  engineering  of  highly
selective and customizable emitters and absorbers, owing to the unprecedented control over
light  they  offer.  For  instance  Yablonovitch  already  proposed  in  his  pioneering  work  on
photonic crystals [7] that spontaneous emission could be inhibited within the photonic band
gap regions. Since then, several structures have been proposed for selective thermal emission
in the TPV context such as 1D metal-dielectric stacks [8], 2D arrays of metallic microcavities
[4, 9, 10], and metallic 3D photonic crystals [3, 6]. Metallic structures are typically preferred
as they naturally keep the emission low at long wavelengths, while the emissivity can be
enhanced at shorter wavelengths through micro-structuring. 
In addition to efficiency, selective emitters must be designed to endure long operation
times  at  high  temperatures  (> 1000 K).  Therefore,  in  order  to  attain  the  desired  emission
selectivity  and  high-temperature  stability,  photonic  selective  emitters  rely  on  refractory
metals, such as tungsten [5] and tantalum [10,11]. Unfortunately, it turns out that micro- and
nano-structures are unstable at temperatures much below the melting point of these materials
due to, mainly, recrystallization and surface diffusion effects [12,13]. Surface diffusion can
rapidly wreck 2D or 3D microstructures [4] and lead to capillary instabilities in the case of
thin films [14]. These effects can be partially alleviated by using high quality monocrystalline
materials [4] and by depositing certain layers on top of the structure [6] thus reducing surface
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diffusion, although the claimed operation temperatures are still much below the melting point
of the used materials.
In this paper we explore a different approach based on a 3D dielectric-metallic structure
that combines the higher thermal stability of a monocrystalline 3D dielectric scaffold with the
optical  properties  of  a  thin  metallic  film conformally  deposited  on  top.  In  particular,  we
explore Si/SiO2/Pt structures. We show experimentally that these structures exhibit a selective
emission  spectrum  suitable  for  TPV  applications,  comparable  with  state-of-the-art  full
metallic structures, and that they are thermally stable at temperatures up to 1100 K. These
structures are well suited for TPV systems in combination with III-V semiconductors in the
range Eg=0.4—0.55 eV such as InAsSbP [15,16] (Eg=0.3—0.55 eV) and InGaAsSb [17, 18,
19] (Eg=0.5—0.6 eV).
2. Sample fabrication
The 3D Si scaffold microstructures were obtained by electrochemical etching of n-type
crystalline Silicon in hydrofluoric (HF) acid solution [20]. Samples were prepared with an
active  area  of  2.6 cm2.  In  contrast  to  colloidal  crystal  techniques,  perfectly  ordered  3D
macroporous silicon structures can be fabricated in very large areas, even at full wafer scale.
The fabrication process is depicted in Figure 1. The starting material was n-type CZ <100> c-
Si wafers with a resistivity  ρ=0.5—0.8 Ωcm. A n+ layer was implanted on the wafer back
surface in order to work as a transparent back contact during the electrochemical etching. First
of all,  the pores'  nucleation sites were defined through a square array (pitch of 2 µm) of
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inverted  pyramids  created  using  standard  photo-lithography  and  anisotropic  etching
techniques (fig. 1a). Then, a square-array of perfectly ordered pores were electrochemically
etched in 5% HF aqueous solution, with a small amount of ethanol for wetting purposes, at a
controlled solution temperature of 10 ºC. During the etching, an in-depth modulation of the
pores' diameter was introduced by modulating in time the etching photocurrent [21] (fig 1b).
Finally, the pore walls were widened isotropically through consecutive dry-oxidation/oxide-
removal steps (fig 1c,1d) until the points of maximum diameter connected laterally (fig 1e),
creating the 3D cubic symmetry [22] (fig 1f). On each step, a SiO2 layer of 100nm was grown
in a tube furnace with a 70 min. dry oxidation at 1040 ºC in pure oxygen atmosphere. We
have produced 3D cubic microstructures with a periodicity, a, of 2 µm and a total porosity, p,
around 70%. 
The fabricated 3D Si scaffolds (see Fig. 1) resemble a 3D cubic lattice of overlapped air
spheroids  embedded  in  Si.  The  produced  Si  scaffold  obtained  in  this  way  retains  the
monocrystalline nature of the original substrate, what has deep implications on its thermal
stability. The monocrystalline core will remain stable up to the melting temperature of silicon
due to the lack of grain boundaries; however, microstructures are still sensitive to oxygen and
surface diffusion effects [23,24], which soften them in solid phase. Hopefully, both effects can
be  effectively  suppressed  under  the  appropriate  non-oxidizing  atmospheres.  For  instance,
silicon micro- and nanostructures can withstand very high temperatures in N2 ambient for
long times without any degradation, as a very thin nitride film forms over the structures which
suppresses  surface  diffusion  [25].  We appreciated  no  changes  on  the  structures  after  8h
annealing in a standard horizontal tube furnace at 1400K in nitrogen ambient. We tested both,
bare 3D samples and samples with 50 nm of grown thermal dry oxide. In fact, a thin thermal
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SiO2 layer  is  also  known  to  suppress  surface  diffusion  [25],  completely  freezing  the
microstructures at high temperatures. In addition to the excellent thermal stability, crystalline
silicon has a very high thermal conductivity and is a very elastic material, what might help to
relieve the thermal gradients and stresses through the 3D network without cracking.
Three-dimensional macroporous structures behave as photonic crystals  [21,  22],  and
exhibit  interesting  thermal  emission  characteristics  [26—28];  however, they  are  not  good
candidates for TPV applications since it is very difficult to efficiently reduce thermal emission
at large wavelength bands [28]. In order to take advantage of the good thermal stability of
crystalline silicon 3D structures we decided to deposit a conformal thin metal layer over the
structure. In such metallo-dielectric structure the silicon scaffold would provide good thermal
stability while the metallic film would define the optical properties, behaving much like a full-
metallic photonic structure. In particular, 5 nm Al2O3 + 50 nm Pt layers were deposited over
the samples by Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) (See Fig. 2). The thin alumina layer was not
intended but required by the process, which was performed by the finish company Beneq Oy,
in order to ensure a proper deposition of Platinum. The ALD technique allows for a conformal
deposition, while Platinum was chosen for two main reasons namely it can be deposited by
ALD and the considerably high Pt-Si eutectic temperature of 1103 K. In order to avoid the
eutectic formation and reach higher operation temperatures we investigated both depositing
the Pt directly over Si and over a 30nm of high-quality SiO2 layer previously grown by dry
oxidation.
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3. Thermal stability study
The  thermal  stability  of  the  fabricated  structures  was  investigated  through  several
annealing tests inside a home-made quartz tube furnace,  able to reach temperatures up to
1200K,  and under nitrogen ambient. Before the annealing the ambient was pumped out, down
to 10-6 mbar, and replaced by pure nitrogen at ambient pressure. All tests lasted for eight hours
at the set-point temperature, which was ramped up at 10 K/min, whereas the system was left
to cool down freely at the end. Every sample ran through a single annealing cycle. The tests
revealed that all samples were stable up to 1000 K. No changes were appreciable under SEM
inspection (see Fig. 3-a). After 8h at 1100 K, samples without intermediate SiO2 darkened and
Pt-Si interactions could be observed under the microscope (Fig. 3-b). On the contrary, no
noticeable changes were appreciable on the samples with intermediate SiO2 layer (Fig. 3-c).
After 8h at 1200 K, certain regions of the samples protected with SiO2 started to show the
same signs  of  degradation as  the  unprotected  regions  (darkening and eutectic  formation),
although other regions looked unaltered. We believe that this is due to the oxide barrier failure
at  some point,  triggering the  eutectic  formation  and progressively  destroying the  metallic
layer. We conducted a final annealing test  using a muffle furnace where we annealed the
samples  overnight  (12 h)  at  1273 K  and  in  ambient  air.  We  found  that  the  Pt  layers
agglomerated forming droplets (Fig. 3-d) and the Si oxidized introducing mechanical stress on
the samples. Interestingly, the damage in the sample without intermediate oxide layer was
clearly  superior,  becoming  mated  to  the  naked  eye  and  severely  twisted  due  to  induced
mechanical stresses. To sum up, our tests suggest that the structures with ALD Platinum are
stable up to 1100 K in N2 ambient when a thin high-quality SiO2 barrier is inserted between Si
and  Pt  to  avoid  the  eutectic  formation.  At  higher  temperatures  the  Pt  layer  will  form
agglomerates but will be sustained by the 3D Si scaffold. The 3D scaffold always remained,
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even though it was stretched or compressed at some regions due to the large deformations
induced.
In  addition  to  SEM  inspection,  we  have  characterized  the  IR  specular  reflectance
spectra of the samples at quasi-normal (13º) incidence angle using an FT-IR spectrometer.
Figure 4 shows the spectra  before and after several annealing steps.  The reflectance of a
50 nm Pt layer  deposited over  a polished Si  plate  is  also included for reference purposes
(curve  a).  As  it  can  be  seen  in  the  figure  in  curves  b  & c,  all  the  samples  show a  flat
reflectance close to one at long wavelengths, as it corresponds to a polished platinum sample.
At shorter wavelengths, however, reflectance decreases abruptly and becomes close to zero,
featuring several peaks and deeps. The low reflectance onset (r=0.5) is at  λ=3 µm, roughly.
We have observed (not shown in the figure) that the low-reflectance onset and the minimum
reflectance positions slightly depends on the exact structure's porosity. Reflectance spectra of
Si/SiO2/Pt  samples  after  annealing  at  1100 K (curve  c)  is  very close to  the  original  ones
previous to any annealing, and no difference, beyond process variations, could be observed
for samples annealed at 1000 K or lower temperatures. Figure 4 also includes the measured
reflectance  of  degraded  samples  at  higher  temperatures.  Notice  that  differences  between
samples with and without SiO2 intermediate layer can be observed even after annealing at
1273 K.
4. Spectral emittance at high temperature.
From the room-temperature quasi-normal specular reflectance the samples'  emittance
can be estimated by invoking the Kirchhoff's law (e=1-r); which implies that our structures
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will  efficiently  radiate  mostly  at  wavelengths  below  3 µm.  However,  we  must  take  into
consideration  that  the  material's  optical  properties  might  considerably  differ  at  high
temperatures (>1000 K) and that diffuse (and not specular) reflectance must be used when
applying  Kirchhoff's  law  [29,  30].  Consequently,  we  have  experimentally  measured  the
samples' normal radiance at temperatures close to 1000 K. Figure 5 depicts schematically the
thermal  emission set-up.  The samples  were  heated   up to  1000 K in ambient  air  using a
custom hotplate setup. The emitted thermal radiance was coupled to an FT-IR spectrometer
through an intermediate image without magnification at the entrance port, where a diaphragm,
set at  =5 mm, defined the actual sample's surface measured. The optical system fixed the
solid angle of measurements at 2×10-3 sr. Radiometric thermal emission values were attained
applying a two-temperature calibration procedure and using a precision blackbody source as a
reference [31, 32]. A movable mirror allows to easily switch between sample and blackbody
reference measurement. Finally, emissivity was determined by normalizing the measurements
to the theoretical black-body emission at the same sample's surface temperature. The precise
knowledge of the surface temperature is indeed crucial in order to obtain reliable emissivity
values, and its value can sensibly deviate from the hotplate set-point. In order to minimize this
calibration error, the exact sample's surface temperature was estimated through its thermal
emission spectrum, relying on the spectral regions with emissivity close to one (reflectance
close to zero).  Additionally, a polished piece of silicon, with known gray-body emissivity,
was also used to cross-check the true temperature of the sample's surface. Finally, it is worth
mentioning  that,  although  the  thermal  emission  measurements  run  in  ambient  air,  the
temperatures used (up to 1000K) were not high enough  to introduce any noticeable damage
in the samples during their measurement, which typically lasted between one and four hours,
depending on the number of exit angles measured.
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  Figure 6 shows the measured radiance and emittance, in the normal direction, of a
Si/SiO2/Pt  sample  that  had  previously  undergone  an  annealing  test  at  1100 K,  i.e.
corresponding  to  curve  c in  figure  3.  The  estimated  real  surface  temperature  during  the
measurement was 939 K. The experimental emissivity curve is in remarkably good agreement
with  the  observed  reflectance  spectra  (e=1-r)  although  emittance  at  large  wavelengths  is
slightly  higher  and  tiny  differences  also  appear  at  the  shortest  wavelengths  measured,
probably due to scattering of light not captured in the specular reflectance measurements. The
emittance is below 0.2 for λ>4 µm (0.1 at λ=15 µm, beyond the scale of the figure), whereas it
becomes maximum at wavelengths between 2.3 µm and at  2.7 µm with a maximum peak
emissivity of 0.95. For lower wavelengths, emittance decreases again down to 0.6. Notice
that, since the spectral measurements are performed in ambient air, the IR absorption features
of atmospheric gases introduce small artifacts on the spectra. The most notable is the double-
peak around 4.3 µm, which is due to the CO2 strong absorption at this frequency. Also, one of
the broad absorption bands of water, in the range 5—7.5 µm, can be observed in this figure. In
general, these artifacts can appear both as peaks or deeps of different magnitude (see Figures
4, 6 and 7) depending on the precise moment when the reference spectrum was taken.
We have also measured the sample emittance at several exit angles in order to verify
that the selective emission characteristic is maintained. Angle-resolved emittance spectra was
achieved by turning the sample heater θ degrees as shown in figure 5. The diaphragm aperture
was slightly reduced down to 4 mm in order to be able to reach exit angles up to  θ=75 º
without the measured spot falling outside the sample's useful region. The measured spectra
are  shown  in  Figure  7a,  and  the  estimated  temperature  of  the  sample's  surface,  after
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calibration, was 889 K. The spectra shown in the figure reveal  that the emission onset is
maintained  with  angle,  although  a  sharp  emission  peak  appears  shifting   toward  longer
wavelengths with increasing angle. This peak can be possibly explained by the coupling of
light with a surface-like mode [33]. Nevertheless, this resonant peak do not have a significant
contribution to the total radiated power. This can be better observed in the normalized radiant
intensity polar plot shown in Figure 7b. The samples show a rather omnidirectional thermal
emission profile in the high emittance band (λ<3µm), but with a predominant emission in the
normal direction. In the high-emission edge, between 3 and 4 µm, a small lobe appear due to
the mentioned resonant coupling. Beyond 4µm, the small residual emission is very isotropic.
5. TPV system evaluation.
From the reported high-temperature characterization, we have evaluated the Pt/SiO2/Si
crystals as thermal sources for TPV applications. In a TPV system, only photons with energy
above the band gap can be converted into electricity; therefore, a typical figure of merit is the
emitter  performance,  E,  defined  as  the  ratio  between  the  power  emitted  in  the  useful
frequency band (photon energy above the gap) and the total emitted power at all frequencies.
This  parameter  depends  on  the  temperature  of  emission  and  the  photocell  bandgap.
Considering our highest stable  temperature (1100 K) and the emittance values reported at
Figure 6 and 7, i.e. using the full angle-dependent emittance, our structures yield a maximum
emitter efficiency E = 54% for a bandgap absorption edge at λg=3 µm (Eg=0.41 eV), which is
around 60% better performing than a blackbody emitter at the same temperature. Figure 8
shows the emitter efficiency of our emitter and the performance increase with respect to a BB
as a function of the photocell bandgap. Interestingly, the maximum performance increase is
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reached for bandgaps between 0.4 and 0.6 eV,  reaching  E/BB= 1.7 for both  Eg=0.47 and
Eg=0.54  eV,  even  though  the  absolute  emitter  efficiency  decreases  monotonically  for
increasing Eg. The proposed emitter, therefore, could be appropriate in TPV systems based on
III-V compounds such as InGaAsSb (Eg=0.5–0.6 eV) and InAsSbP (Eg=0.3—0.55 eV).
As one might notice on the light of figure 8(a), it is difficult to judge a selective emitter
based only on the emitter efficiency without considering a particular TPV design context,
since  E values always go higher for lower band gaps,  even though this  can penalize the
overall  system  efficiency  and  power  density.  In  order  to  get  a  deeper  insight,  we  have
calculated the maximum TPV system conversion efficiency achievable, in combination with
our selective emitter using a detailed balance approach [34]. In order to focus on the effect of
the thermal emitter, we considered no heat losses, no other mechanism for photon filtering
and a 1:1 ratio between the area of the emitter and the photocells (i.e. a planar configuration).
Under these constraints, we have determined the maximum theoretical efficiency for different
emitter temperature operations and PV cell band gaps. Results are shown in figure 8(b) for
two reference band gaps namely 0.4 and 0.5 eV. The system efficiency exhibit a very wide
efficiency  maximum  at  temperatures  above  1500 K,  which  is  shifted  toward  higher
temperatures for higher PV cell band gaps. For  Eg=0.4 eV, close to the optimal, the system
reaches an efficiency above 37% at 1500 K. Notice that the highest system efficiency (42% at
around  2000 K)  is  reached  at  a  temperature  considerably  higher  than  the  expected  from
simple calculations, which would be 965 K for blackbody peak emission at  λ=3µm.  At our
highest  stable  temperature  (T=1100 K),  the  TPV  system  efficiency  reaches  a  theoretical
maximum  of  27.4%  for  Eg=0.4 eV  which  corresponds  to  an  output  power  density  of
0.65 W/cm2. The efficiency and power density reduces monotonically with the PV cell band
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gap, but an efficiency of 14% and an output power close to 0.35 W/cm2 can still be achieved
for Eg=0.55 eV. It is worth mentioning that the presented monocystalline silicon scaffolds can
withstand temperatures close to the melting point of silicon (1687 K) although, at present, our
structures are only stable up to 1100 K due to metal thin-film instabilities and failure of the
SiO2 separation layer. Therefore,  we believe that there is room for improvement specially
investigating  proper  ceramic  coverings  in  order  to  freeze  surface  diffusion  and by trying
different refractory metals. The Si/Pt barrier also should be improved. The objective with our
structures would be to achieve an operation temperature close to 1500 K, where the maximum
efficiency, with  Eg=0.4 eV, would reach 38%, very close to  the optimum, and the output
power 3.8 W/cm2. In addition, at these operation temperatures the structure periodicity, and so
the high emissivity edge, should be slightly tuned, allowing a slightly better performance.
6. Conclusions
In summary, in this work we have presented a 3D Silicon/SiO2/Pt structure, with 2 µm
lattice constant, easily fabricated through electrochemical etching of Silicon and ALD coating
of  Platinum.  The structures  exhibit  a  sharp emissivity  increase at  λ=3 µm and have been
shown to be stable at temperatures up to 1100 K in N2 atmosphere, although the crystalline
silicon 3D scaffold can withstand higher temperatures. Our structure can outperform in 70%
the  emitter  performance  of  a  BB  emitter  and  is  best  performing  in  combination  with  a
photocell bandgap of 0.47 eV, although reasonable efficiency improvements are expected with
photocell gaps in the range 0.4—0.6 eV. This emitter can be used in combination with III-V
photocells such as InGaAsSb and InAsSbP.
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Figure captions
Fig 1. Schematic of the scaffold fabrication. (a) Pore nucleation. (b) Electrochemical
etching.  (c,d)  oxidation/oxide-strip  widening cycle.  (d—f) Increased porosity  after  several
cycles. The SEM image shows a highly-porous final structure. Scale bar is 4 µm.
Fig. 2. SEM image, broken side, of a final Si/Pt selective emitter. The ALD Pt film
covers the full 3D structure. Scale bar is 10 µm.
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Fig. 3. Effect of temperature on the sample's morphology. (a) Top surface of a Si/Pt
sample before annealing. (b) Surface of a Si/Pt sample after annealing 8h at 1100 K in pure N2
ambient.  (c)  A Si/SiO2/Pt sample after annealing 8h at  1100 K in pure N2 ambient.  (d) A
Si/SiO2/Pt sample after 12h annealing at 1273 K in ambient air. Scale bar is 4 µm. Panel (c)
represent our best stability results.
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Fig. 4. Quasi-normal (13º) reflectance for different structures after different annealing
tests. (a) Reflectance of 50nm Pt over polished Si for reference purposes. (b)  Si/Pt sample
before  and  after  8h  annealing  at  1000 K  in  N2 ambient  (they  are  indistinguishable).  (c)
Si/SiO2/Pt sample after 8h at 1100 K in N2. (d) Si/Pt sample after 8h at 1100 K in N2. (e)
Si/SiO2/Pt after 12h at 1273 K in ambient air. (f) Si/Pt sample after 12h at 1273 K in ambient
air. Notice that curve (c) represent our best stability results.
Fig. 5. Schematic of the set-up for measuring the thermal emission spectrum at high
temperature.
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Fig.  6. Normal  spectral  radiance  (left)  and  normal  spectral  emissivity  (right)  of  a
Si/SiO2/Pt  structure  measured  at  939 K.  The  1-r curve  (dashes),  measured  at  room
temperature  and  at  quasi-normal  incidence  angle,  is  also  shown  in  the  right  figure  for
comparison purposes.  This sample was previously annealed 8h at 1100 K in pure N2 ambient.
Fig.  7. (left)  Spectral  emittance  measured at  890 K for  different  exit  angles.  (right)
Normalized radiant intensity polar plot for several wavelengths. The dashed line represents
the black-body curve.
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Fig. 8. (left)  Emitter performance,  ηE,  as a function of the PV cell  bandgap for the
fabricated selective emitter, ηE.SE, at T=1100 K. The performance of a blackbody emitter, ηE.BB,
is  also  shown  for  comparison  in  dashed  line.  (right)  Maximum  theoretical  TPV  system
efficiency as a function of the emitter temperature for two different PV cell band gap. The
efficiencies achievable with a BB emitter, dashed lines, is also shown for comparison. All
curves have been calculated considering the experimental emittance  spectra shown in fig. 6
and 7.
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